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Determining glycan structures is vital to comprehend cell-matrix, cell-cell, and even intracellular biological events. Glycan structure sequencing, which is to determine the primary structure of a glycan
using MS/MS spectrometry, remains one of the most important tasks in proteomics. Analogous to the
peptide de novo sequencing, the glycan de novo sequencing is to determine the structure without the
aid of a known glycan database. We show in this paper that glycan de novo sequencing is NP-hard. We
then provide a heuristic algorithm and develop a software program to solve the problem in practical
cases. Experiments on real MS/MS data of glycopeptides demonstrate that our heuristic algorithm
gives satisfactory results on practical data.

1. Introduction
The carbohydrates of glycoproteins and glycolipids are commonly referred as glycans. The
glycan moieties cover a range of diverse biological functions. The rapid progress in proteomics has generated an increased interest in the full characterization of glycans 1 .
A glycan is assembled from simple sugars by removal of water during the linkage of
simple sugars. In terms of mass, there are eight usual types of simple sugars. There are
two types of glycans, O-linked and N-linked glycans. The primary structure of a glycan
is characterized by its two dimensional linkages (Figure 1a), which can be represented by
labelled trees with node labels representing the type of simple sugars (Figure 1b).
Glycan structure sequencing is to determine primary structures of glycans using tandem mass spectrometry 6 . In an MS/MS experiment, a glycan will fragment into different
∗ This research was undertaken, in part, thanks to funding from NSERC, PREA, the Canada Research Chairs
program, and NSF of China 60553001. BM’s work was partially done when he visited the Center for Advanced
Study at Tsinghua University.
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Figure 1. (a) Four simple sugars are linked together to form a glycan on a peptide. The long verticle lines
indicate some possible fragmentations of the glycan in an MS/MS experiment. A i , Bi , Ci , Xi , Yi , and Zi are
the names of the resulted fragment ions. (b) The abstract tree representation of the glycan in (a).

fragment ions at any of the several labeled locations. Modified Domon and Costello’s 7
nomenclature for glycan fragmentation is used in this paper (Figure 1a). There are three
types of fragmentation, generating six types of ions A, B, C, X, Y and Z. A, B, and C
types of ions correspond to subtrees. Whereas, X, Y , and Z types of ions correspond to
the precursor (the whole structure including the peptide) minus subtrees. Usually, Y and
B ions dominate in the spectrum 18 . So, for simplicity, we consider only Y and B ions to
demonstrate our models.
The MS/MS spectrum of a glycan consists of many peaks, each of which is presumably
generated by many copies of one fragment ion. The position of the peak indicates the mass
to charge ratio of the corresponding fragment ion, and the intensity of the peak indicates
the relative abundance of the fragment ion. Consequently, different glycans usually produce different MS/MS spectra. It is thus possible, and now a common practice, to use the
spectrum of a glycan to determine its sequence structure.
One method to interpret the MS/MS spectrum involves searching the glycan database
for a glycan, of which the theoretical spectrum matches the observed spectrum well. However, the determination of novel glycan structures requires de novo sequencing, which
computes the primary structure directly from the spectrum without the help of a glycan
database. Because the glycan database is rather incomplete, currently de novo sequencing
is more important in these two approaches.
Tandem mass spectrometry has perviously been used to sequence peptides, where the
linear amino acid sequence of a peptide is derived from the MS/MS spectrum (see 3,13,2
for a few examples). Glycan de novo sequencing in some sense is more difficult as it tries
to derive a tree structure instead of a linear sequence. There have been attempts to solve
glycan de novo sequencing problem 4,5,8,9,10,14,15,16 . Gaucher et al. 9 reported a glycan
topology analysis tool, STAT, which generates all possible glycan primary structures. Obviously, the number of possible glycan structures grow exponentially. Consequently, STAT
is only feasible for small glycans containing up to ten monosaccharides.
Similar to spectrum graph approach of peptide de novo sequencing 2 , relationship between peaks in the spectrum is used to reduce the computation in glycan de novo sequenc-
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ing. Mizuno et al. 14 first employed the relationship for compositional analysis. Ethier et al.
8
further built relationship tree for glycan de novo sequencing. Relationship tree approach
has some difficulties to deal with. First, it requires very high quality of spectrum. Second, the restriction of certain structural topology makes it inappropriate for general glycan
structures.
Shan et al. 15 reported a heuristic algorithm for glycan de novo sequencing from the
MS/MS spectra of glycopeptides. The algorithm first generates many acceptable small
subtrees, which are then joined together in a repetitive process to obtain larger and larger
suboptimal subtrees until reaching the desired mass. At each size of the subtree, only
limited number of subtrees are kept for later use. Experiments on real MS/MS data showed
that the heuristic algorithm can determine glycan structures.
Tang et al. 16 reported a dynamic programming approach to determine glycan structures
by recording the k best solutions at each iteration step (by default k = 200). The algorithm
prefers linear structure to branching structure. Another algorithm called Cartoonist 10 has
been created to interpret spectra of N-glycans. For each peak, Cartoonist computes all
plausible structures with scores indicating the probability of correctness.
The classical methods for the characterization of glycoproteins by mass spectrometry were to cleave glycans with enzymes and then analyze the structures of the released
glycans. Therefore, most of reported algorithms focus on interpreting MS/MS spectra of
released glycans 4,5,8,9,10,14,16 . Recently, biochemists began to analyze glycopeptides derived from trypsin digestion of glycoproteins directly 18,12 . Therefore, there is a need to
provide computational tools to assist the analyses. The algorithm in 15 was designed for
both released glycan and glycopeptide. However, it only worked for the N-linked glycopeptides. The other type, O-linked glycopeptides often contains more than one glycan
moieties.
Before this research, no software has been reported for interpreting spectrum of glycopeptide with multiple glycan moieties. In addition, the computational complexity of glycan de novo sequencing has remained unknown. The paper aims to solve these problems.
More specifically, the contributions of this paper are the following:
(1) A polynomial time algorithm is provided under a simple model of glycan de novo
sequencing.
(2) A more realistic model of glycan de novo sequencing is proved to be NP-hard.
(3) A new heuristic algorithm for the glycan de novo sequencing is introduced.
(4) A software program, GlycoMaster, is developed. Experiments on real data demonstrate our method works very well in practice. The software is available at
http://bif.csd.uwo.ca/glycomaster.

2. Modelling Glycan De Novo Sequencing Problem
In the MS/MS spectrum of a glycopeptide, peaks of Y and B ions are located at separate
regions because Y fragments contain peptide part which usually has relatively large mass.
Let Σ be the alphabet of simple sugars. A glycan tree T is an unordered rooted tree with
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bounded degree whose nodes are labelled by letters from Σ. The degree of glycan trees is
bounded by four because each sugar has at most five linkages. The root of T is linked to a
peptide P = a1 . . . ak where ai is from an amino acid alphabet Σa .
We assume that there is a post order numbering of the nodes in T . We use t i to represent
the ith node in T and T [i] to represent the subtree rooted at ti . When there is no confusion,
we also use ti to represent the sugar located at node ti . Let |T 0 | denote the size of a tree T 0 .
Because of the post order numbering, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ |T |, there is an î = i − |T [i]| + 1
such that tî , tî+1 , . . . , ti represent all the nodes in T [i].
For a sugar g ∈ Σ, we use kgk to denote its mass. For an amino acid a ∈ Σ a , we
P|T |
P|P |
use kak to denote its mass. Let kT k = i=1 kti k and kP k = i=1 kai k, then the actual
mass, M , of the precursor ion of tree T linked with peptide P is kT k + kP k + 18 because
of an extra H2 O in the peptide. For each subtree T [i], let Bi represent the B-ion associated
with T [i] and Yi represent the Y-ion associated with T linked with P and subtree T [i]
Pi
removed. Let bi = k=î ktk k and yi = M − bi , the actual mass of Bi is bi + 1 (because of
a proton added) and the mass of Yi is yi . We use Yi1 ,...,ik , where T [i1 ], . . . , T [ik ] are nonoverlapping subtrees, to denote the Y-ion associated with T linked with P and subtrees
Pk
T [i1 ], . . . , T [ik ] removed. Let yi1 ,...,ik = M − ( l=1 bil ), then the mass of Yi1 ,...,ik is
yi1 ,...,ik .
For simplicity, in this section, we only consider B-ions and Y-ions of the form of B i
and Yi .
Let M = {(mi , hi )} be a spectrum of a glycan, where mi is the mass and hi is the
intensity of the peak. For each mass value m, according to the intensity of the peaks around
m, a score function g(m) can be defined. Let T be a glycan tree, then the score of T , S(T )
is defined to be the summation of g(m) for all the mass values m of the fragment ions of
T . And the glycan structure de novo sequencing problem is then to find a tree structure T
such that the mass of T is equal to a given value M 0 , and S(T ) is maximized.
Notice that several different fragment ions of T may give the same mass value m. In
such a case, whether the g(m) score is counted several times or only once changes the definition of S(T ). Consequently, the difficulties of the glycan structure de novo sequencing
problem under these two definitions are very different. The following two sections discuss
these two definitions.
2.1. A Simple Model
Given a mass spectrum M, there are different ways to define the score function g(m). In
this paper we simply assume g(m) is given. Let M 0 = M − kP k − 18, where M is the
precursor mass and P is the peptide. Let T be a glycan tree. The score of T is defined as
P |
follows: S(T ) = |T
i=1 g(bi + 1) + g(yi ). Furthermore, because yi = M − bi , we denote
f (m) = g(m + 1) + g(M − m). Then the score of a tree T becomes
S(T ) =

|T |
X

f (bi ).

(1)

i=1

It turns out that under such definition, we can in polynomial time calculat the opti-
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mal tree T such that kT k = M 0 and S(T ) is maximized. Two dynamic programming
algorithms can be designed based on Lemma 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. The proofs of the
lemmas are omitted here and will be provided in the full version of the paper. It is not
hard to prove that the time complexities of the two algorithms are O(M 4 ) and O(M 2 ),
respectively.
Lemma 2.1. Let S(m) be the maximum score of a glycan tree with mass m, then
S(m) =

max
f (m) + S(m1 ) + S(m2 ) + S(m3 ) + S(m4 )
g∈Σ
0 ≤ m 1 ≤ m2 ≤ m3 ≤ m4
m4 = m − kgk − m1 − m2 − m3

Lemma 2.2. Let S(m) be the maximum score of a glycan tree with mass m and S 2 (m) be
the maximum score of a glycan forest with at most two glycan trees and mass m, then
S(m) = maxg∈Σ;0≤m1 ≤m−kgk−m1 f (m) + S2 (m1 ) + S2 (m − kgk − m1 )
S2 (m) = max0≤m1 ≤m−m1 S(m1 ) + S(m − m1 )
The simple model in this section works in practice if the spectrum has good quality
and the structure is relatively simple. The problem with this model is that if there are two
different subtrees T [i] and T [j] with the same mass, m(T [i]) = m(T [j]), then in the score
for T , S(T ), this mass will be used twice. Since these two ions generate the same peak in
the spectrum, we should only use the peak once.
2.2. A More Realistic Model
In order to avoid repeatedly using peaks, the score function defined in (1) needs to be
modified as follows.
P
Let Γ(T ) = {bi , yi | 1 ≤ i ≤ |T |}. Define S(T ) = m∈Γ(T ) g(m). Because Γ(T )
is a set, the definition here only uses each mass value once, even if there are multiple ions
giving the same value. Further, the existence of the peptide separates Y and B ions in the
MS/MS spectrum of a glycopeptide. If we let ∆(T ) = {bi | 1 ≤ i ≤ |T |}. Then S(T ) can
be rewritten as
X
S(T ) =
f (m).
(2)
m∈∆(T )

With this model, the approach of Lemma 2.2 no longer works. In fact, the complexity
of computing the optimal solution under this model becomes N P -hard.
3. NP-hardness of Glycan De Novo Sequencing
We will reduce Exact Cover by 3-Sets 11 to glycan structure sequencing problem.
Exact Cover by 3-Sets
INSTANCE: A finite set E = {e1 , e2 , . . . , en } where n = 3q and a collection S of
3-element subsets of E.
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QUESTION: Does S contain an exact cover for E, that is, a subcollection S 0 ⊆ S such
that every element of E occurs in exactly one member of S 0 ?
Lemma 3.1. There are n positive integers z1 < z2 . . . < zn such that
(1) zi + zj = zi0 + zj 0 implies {i, j} = {i0 , j 0 }.
(2) zi + zj + zk = zi0 + zj 0 + zk0 implies {i, j, k} = {i0 , j 0 , k 0 }.
(3) zi ≤ poly(n).
Proof. We determine z1 , . . . , zn inductively. The first three integers are z1 = 1, z2 = 2,
and z3 = 3. Suppose that we already determined z1 , . . . , zk−1 satisfying conditions 1 and
2, we now prove that zk can be found in the range of zk−1 + 1 and zk−1 + n5 .
Consider the following two equations where 1 ≤ i, j, l, i0 , j 0 ≤ k − 1.
• x + z i0 = z i + z j
• x + z i0 + z j 0 = z i + z j + z l
3

5

There are in total less than n2 + n5! equations above, each has only one solution of x.
Therefore, in the range of zk−1 +1 and zk−1 +n5 , there is an integer that is not the solution
of any of the equations. The integer can be trivially found in polynomial time and is used
as zk .
From the construction, we have z1 < . . . < zn = O(n6 ).
Lemma 3.2. There are n positive integers z1 , . . . , zn satisfying the conditions in
Lemma 3.1 and
(4) if i 6= j, |zi − zj | ≥ n6 + 2.
(5) if {i, j} 6= {i0 , j 0 }, |zi + zj − zi0 − zj 0 | ≥ n6 + 2.
(6) if {i, j, k} 6= {i0 , j 0 , k 0 }, |zi + zj + zk − zi0 − zj 0 − zk0 | ≥ n6 + 2.
Proof. Mutiply each integer determined in Lemma 3.1 by n6 + 2. This will not violate any
conditions in Lemma 3.1.
Let Σ contain only one letter g, and m(g) = 1.
Theorem 3.1. The glycan structure sequencing problem is NP-hard under the realistic tree
scoring model and an arbitrary mass scoring scheme.
Proof. Due to page limit, we only give the reduction and the idea of the proof. More details
of the proof will be provided in the full version of the paper.
Given an instance of the exact cover by 3-sets with E = {e1 , e2 , . . . , en } and S =
{s1 , . . . , sq } where n = 3q and sl = {ei , ej , ek }.
Our idea is to design n subtrees, T1 , . . . , Tn , each corresponding to an ei . By carefully
designing the spectrum, i.e., assigning values of f (m) at different m, we can ensure that
when there is an exact cover, then the optimal solution will be a tree like Figure 2, where
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Tk

......

Ti Tj
Figure 2. Optimal tree of our construction in NP-hardness proof.

each three-subtree group corresponds to a 3-set. And the score of the tree is equal to n.
However, if there is no exact cover, then the score of the tree is smaller than n.
Let z1 , . . . , zn be as in Lemma 3.2 and N = n × max zi . Let M = 4 × N . Let
xi = M + zi . Then x1 , . . . , xn also satisfy Lemma 3.2.
Let ei correspond to xi . Let sl = {ei , ej , ek } correspond to zl = xi + xj + xk + 2. Let
X = {xi }. Let Y = {yk | yk = xi + xj + 1}. Let Z = {zl }.
Let D1 = {|xi − xj | − 1}, D2 = {|xi + xj − xi0 − xj 0 | − 1}, and D3 = {|xi + xj +
xk − xi0 − xj 0 − xk0 | − 1}. Let D = D1 ∪ D2 ∪ D3 , then |D| < n6 and for any d ∈ D,
n6 < d < N .
In the spectrum, let

−1, m ∈ D




0,
1 ≤ m ≤ M − N and m ∈
/D





1,
m
∈
X




−1, M − N < m ≤ M + N and m ∈
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3tM
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3tM
+
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2
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t
≤ n/3


−1, else
P
P
Let the total mass be xi + n − 1 = nM + zi + n − 1 < nM + N .
Note that the score function f () can be computed in poly(n) time. Because of the
construction of f (), the following property can be proved.
Claim 3.1 There is a subtree Ti for each xi , such that m(Ti ) = xi and f (m(T 0 )) = 0 for
each subtree T 0 of Ti .
If there is an exact cover S 0 ⊂ S, for every si = {ei , ej , ek } ∈ S 0 , we can link Ti , Tj ,
and Tk together as in Figure 2. This will give us a total score n because all f (m) = 1 for
m ∈ X are included, while no f (m) = −1 is used.
On the other hand, if there is a tree with score n, then all f (m) for m ∈ X are included
and none of f (m) = −1 is used. This can be used to prove that in the optimal tree, there
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is one and only one subtree with mass xi . and for each such subtree, its parent or grand
parent is of mass xi + xj + xk + 2 where {ei , ej , ek } is in S. This means that we have an
exact cover.
4. An Algorithm for Glycan De Novo Sequencing
In previous sections, we showed that Glycan De Novo sequencing problem has polynomial
algorithm to find optimal solution with the simple model. However, with more realistic
model it is NP-hard. In this section, we extend the polynomial time algorithm of the simple
model to a heuristic algorithm of the realistic model.
4.1. A Heuristic Algorithm
A glycan forest is represented as f =< t1 , . . . , tn > where ti is a glycan tree and n is
called the degree of f . We use t0 denotes an empty tree. We use F (m) to represent a set
of glycan forests with mass m.
F (m) = {f | f is a forest such that m(f ) = m}
We use g ⊕ f to represent the glycan tree rooted at g and each tree of f is a child of
g. Let f < ti , tj , tk , tl > represent the glycan forest resulting from removing ti , tj , tk , tl
from f .
Given a g ∈ Σ and a glycan forest f , we use g ⊗ f to represent a set of glycan forests
generated by g and f =< t1 , . . . , tn >.
g ⊗ f = {< g⊕ < ti , tj , tk , tl >, f

< ti , tj , tk , tl > > | 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ l ≤ n}

In our algorithm, the score of a forest is computed by scoring a set of masses of fragments which include Y-fragments, B-fragments and internal fragments (B-fragment losing
one or more B-fragments). Fragments with same mass are used only once, because these
fragments generate the same peak in the spectrum.
We now give a high level description of our heuristic algorithm. For each mass m we
maintain a fixed number of forests with mass m and high scores in F (m). We can compute
F (m) in two steps
(1) Compute a set of candidate forests Fc (m) = ∪g∈Σ ∪f ∈F (m−||g||) g ⊗ f
(2) Compute F (m) by evaluating the score for each of the forests in F c (m) and remove
those with low scores.
Let M 0 be the desired mass of the glycan forest. Once F (M 0 ) is computed, the solution is
chosen from forests in F (M 0 ) with maximum score.
Algorithm:
Input: Σ (simple sugars), M 0 (mass of the glycan) and M (a set of mass peaks)
Output: candidates of sequence structures with scores
(1) for m = 1 to M 0
(2)
Fc (m) = ∅
(3)
for each g ∈ Σ
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Sample structures computed by GlycoMaster

(4)
for each f ∈ F (m − ||g||)
(5)
for each (i, j, k, l) s.t. (ti , tj , tk , tl ∈ f )
(6)
Fc (m) = Fc (m)∪ < g⊕ < ti , tj , tk , tl >, f
(7)
Scoring forests in Fc (m) and put top |F | in F (m)
(8) return F (M 0 )

< t i , tj , tk , tl > >

The time complexity is O(d4 |Σ| × |F | × M 0 ), where d is the degree of forest.
4.2. Experiments and Discussion
Based on the above algorithm, a software program, GlycoMaster, has been developed for
glycan de novo sequencing. We choose |F | = 1000 in the software implementation of the
algorithm.
The software was tested using twenty MS/MS spectra of glycopeptides. The samples
were derived from the cationic peanut peroxidase and rat bone osteopontin after tryptic
digestion. The MS/MS spectra of the samples were obtained by using a Q-TOF2 in the
positive ion ESI MS/MS mode with borosilicate nano tips. The correctness of the automated interpretation was evaluated by comparing with the structure determined by manual
analysis 12,19 . Because most algorithms 4,5,8,9,14,10,16 were designed for MS/MS spectra
of glycans only and therefore cannot handle glycopeptides data we obtained, here we only
demonstrate that the algorithm in this paper improved our previous algorithm in 15 .
The performance of our algorithm is shown in the following table.The compositions of
all samples were correctly computed. The structures of nineteen out of twenty spectra are
the same as deduced by manual interpretation. Two of them are O-linked glycopeptides
with two glycan moieties linked to the peptide (1 and 2 in Figure 3).
Algorithm
15

This work

Correct Structures
16/20
19/20

Wrong Structures
2/20
0/20

Partially Wrong
2/20
1/20

Our algorithm also works for the MS/MS data of released glycans. As future work
the algorithm will be tested with MS/MS data of released glycans. Currently, no public
MS/MS data of glycans are available to us.
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